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grep Pocket Reference is the first guide devoted to grep, the powerful utility program that helps you locate content in any file on a Unix or Linux system. Several applications use grep, from mail filtering and system log management to malware analysis and application development, and there are many other ways to use the utility. This pocket reference is ideal for system administrators, security professionals, developers, and others who want to learn more about grep and take new approaches with it. With grep Pocket Reference, you will: Learn methods for filtering large files for specific content Acquire information not included in the current grep documentation Get several tricks for using variants such as egrep Keep key information about grep right at your fingertips
 Find the answers you need about grep quickly and easily. If you're familiar with this utility, grep Pocket Reference will help you refresh your basic knowledge, understand rare situations, and find more efficient uses. If you're new to grep, this book is the best way to get started.     

       About the Author


   John Bambenek  is a programmer and teacher with over ten years of experience. His work at the Internet Storm Center and the University of Illinois, as well as his contributions to SANS information management courses, will help him promote this book and give him a sound base from which to write.

Agnieszka Klus was born in Rzeszow, Poland and came here as a child.  She lives in the northwest suburb of Chicago, but considers herself a Chicagoan.  She is currently trying to get her Masters in Accountancy at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and also works  as a system administrator at the Coordinated Science Laboratory.       
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The iPhone Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the iPhone 3.0 SDK (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009
 Want to get started building applications for Apple’s iPhone and iPod touch? Already building iPhone applications and want to get better at it? This is the only book that brings together all the expert guidance–and the code–you’ll need!

Completely revised...
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Advanced Topics in Java: Core Concepts in Data StructuresApress, 2013

	Java is one of the most widely used programming languages today. It was first released by Sun Microsystems in 1995. Over the years, its popularity has grown to the point where it plays an important role in most of our lives. From laptops to data centers, game consoles to scientific supercomputers, cell phones to the Internet, Java is...
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Foundations and Applications of MIS: A Model Theory Approach (IFSR International Series on Systems Science and Engineering)Springer, 2006
This book has three objectives. The first is to present a new methodology for management information system (MIS) development as an application of mathematical general systems theory; the second is to establish a theoretical foundation for MIS development; and the third is to demonstrate the utility of set theory combined with extended Prolog...
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Control of Welding Distortion in Thin-Plate Fabrication: Design Support Exploiting Computational Simulation (Series in Welding and Other Joining Technologies)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	The intense temperature fields caused by heat sources in welding frequently lead to distortions and residual stresses in the finished product. Welding distortion is a particular problem in fabricating thin plate structures such as ships. Based on pioneering research by the authors, Control of Welding Distortion in Thin-Plate...
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The Superhero BookVisible Ink Press, 2004

	
		Modern mythology leaps into the popular culture from the pages of comic books and now propels the astounding growth of the graphic novel. Aimed at the genesis, The Superhero Book is the ultimate A-to-Z compendium of everyone’s favorite overachievers in the pitched battle between good and evil. With 300 entries examining more...
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Infographics: The Power of Visual StorytellingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Transform your marketing efforts through the power of visual content


	In today's fast-paced environment, you must communicate your message in a concise and engaging way that sets it apart from the noise. Visual content—such as infographics and data visualization—can accomplish this. With DIY functionality,...
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